PRESS RELEASE
ALNO AG: Hechingen Local Court allows the petition
for provisional restructuring measures under selfadministration and appoints a provisional creditors'
trustee
Pfullendorf, 13 July 2017 – Today, Hechingen Local Court approved ALNO
AG's petition for a provisional restructuring procedure under self-administration.
The court has appointed Prof. Dr. Martin Hörmann from law firm ANCHOR
Rechtsanwälte as provisional creditors' trustee. Following the decision, a sixmember creditors' committee will be set up to represent the interests of all
creditor groups, including those of the loan creditors.
Andreas Ziegenhagen and Dirk Schoene from global law firm Dentons will
provide the company with support in restructuring under self-administration.
Both will assume the function of Chief Restructuring Officer (CRO) and will act
as general agents for ALNO AG. In addition to this, the company and Board will
receive restructuring assistance from Stefan Denkhaus from law firm BRL
BOEGE ROHDE LUEBBEHUESEN.
In restructuring under self-administration, the Board of Directors, together with
the Supervisory Board, aims to take advantage of the benefits introduced in
2012 with ESUG (German Act on the Further Facilitation of the Restructuring of
Businesses) and continue business operations. The strong position hitherto
held on the market as one of Germany's largest kitchen manufacturers is to be
secured. All in all, business operations will continue unchanged, with staff being
protected by the insolvency fund.
About the ALNO Group
The ALNO Group is one of Germany's leading kitchen manufacturers. ALNO produces a full
range of kitchens for the German and international market at four international production
facilities employing a total of around 1,900 members of staff. Working with over 6,000 sales
partners, the ALNO Group operates in more than 64 countries around the world. In the financial
year 2015, the company generated sales in the amount of € 522 million.
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Legal notice
This Press Release may contain certain future-oriented statements based on current
assumptions and prognoses by the corporate management of ALNO AG or of companies
affiliated with ALNO AG. As a result of various known and unknown risks and contingencies, as
well as other factors, the actual results, financial position, development or performance of ALNO
AG and of the companies affiliated with ALNO AG may diverge significantly from the appraisals
given here. Neither ALNO AG nor the companies affiliated with ALNO AG accept any obligation
to update such future-oriented statements and bring them into line with future events or
developments.
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